WELCOME TO KLASERIE SANDS RIVER CAMP
For distinguished travellers who share a love of nature, Klaserie Sands River Camp is an award-winning safari lodge
situated within the Klaserie Private Nature Reserve, an open system to the Kruger National Park.
Here guests will experience the warmth of a lodge that is run by the hands and heart that built it, luxurious
accommodation designed as an extension of the breath-taking natural surrounds, intimate wildlife viewing
opportunities and unique bush experiences designed to delight.

KLASERIE SANDS RIVER CAMP
Klaserie Sands River Camp is an intimate lodge accommodating a maximum of eight guests in luxurious suites along
the dry N'tsiri riverbed. The serene setting, complemented by the warm nature and friendly smiles of the Klaserie
Sands family, is accompanied by first class South African cuisine and fine estate wines. Unique wildlife encounters,
led by our experienced guide and tracker team, completes a truly unforgettable safari experience.

GUEST SUITES
The Klaserie Sands River Camp suites are intuitively designed to give guests a sense of total immersion in nature.
With private decks overlooking the riverbed or waterhole, guests are treated to extraordinary views where herds of
elephant, a variety of antelope and extraordinary birdlife are regular visitors.
The 4 guest suites comprise 2 Standard Suites, a Honeymoon Suite and Family Suite and feature air-conditioning,
mosquito nets, en-suite bathrooms and all the additional amenities required for our guests’ pure indulgence and
comfort.

FACILITIES AND ACTIVITIES FOR KLASERIE SANDS RIVER CAMP GUESTS
Klaserie Sands River Camp offers an array of activities and facilities for guests to maximise on their leisure time:
Experience the awakening of the bush with an early morning game drive led by an expert range, served with tea,
coffee and delicious homemade treats
Encounter nocturnal wildlife emerging as the day cools on your late afternoon game drive
Feel the African terrain below your feet on a bush walks led by expert guides
Experience unprecedented bird watching opportunities
Enjoy a refreshing swim in the rim-flow pool with direct views onto our active waterhole
Select a book or boardgame from the library to enjoy on the expansive deck, shaded by the towering Jackalberry
& Leadwood trees
Work off the indulgent meals; enjoy the fitness centre, set up a yoga mat on our manicured lawns or enjoy a game
of croquet or volleyball
Be pampered with a spa treatment in the privacy of your private deck, surrounded by the sounds of nature
Indulge in an authentic off-site bush dinner where we showcase traditional South African cuisine, song and dance
Indulge in unprecedented romance and adventure with a night in our outdoor luxury bedroom; our Founders Post
Starbed Experience

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU
Email: reservations@klaseriesands.com
WhatsApp: +27 (0) 63 707 3008
Phone: +27 (0) 15 817 1800 Reservations
Location: Klaserie Private Nature Reserve
Hoedspruit Limpopo Province South Africa

